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Dear friends
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Reply-To: rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com
To: saispirit@gmail.com

I had been away to India for sometime and just got back. There have been some planetary
movements and some destructive energies created subsequently, which affected some
countries and the situation overall around the world. Please click on the link below to read
about the latest predictions. www.ishwarcenter.org
May God bless the world with peace, harmony and prosperity.
Dr Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR CENTER.

Dear friends,

w

w

Recently, there was a lot of speculation about the super moon and its effect on earth. Many
ridiculed it and some gave grave warnings about the phenomena. Last year July, there was
a total solar eclipse and that too, had some astrological warnings about some great
calamities to come. (Please read my earlier newsletter, January 1st 2011) “There could
be some difficult situations in the government, and also some difficult
situations regarding the Police or the military.”
- We now know that there was a military attack on Libya.

w

“India will continue to prosper in all fronts. Travels, show business,
entertainment, food business will do good and there will be plenty of
foreign trades and gains.
- India won a record number of Gold medals in commonwealth games.
- India won the world cup cricket on April 2nd 2011, beating the best
teams in the world.
- India wins an all time record vote of 187 out of 192 for a member in
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United Nations
Security Council after 19 years.
Newsletter July 1st 2010: “Next week, on July 11th, we have a total solar
eclipse coming up. The New Moon and the total solar eclipse will create
some disturbing Cosmic energies and will affect many countries around
the world. There could be floods, storms, Tsunamis, and many accidents -- Japan was devastated by a Tsunami on March 11th 2011.
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As of April 4th 2011, Sun, Jupiter, Mars, Moon, and Mercury are all conjoined together in the
sign of Pisces and Saturn is in opposition. Rahu and Ketu are in square aspects. Jupiter is at
the same degree as of Sun and Venus in Aquarius. This planetary cluster can be good for
some and bad for some.
For India, this is very good in many ways, except for some natural dangers and some
earthquakes. There could also be some military situations, and from mid April to mid May,
there could be some vehicular accidents.

For America, the stress is on homeland security, military, war or police situation, possibility
of some violence erupting and some transportation accidents. The healthcare issues will
escalate matters in the government.

This whole planetary situation is on until the end of April. There will be some major changes
coming in some people’s lives. Below, I am writing some brief predictions for people under
various Moon signs. (As per Vedic Astrology)

ARIES: Those who have the Moon sign of Aries will make some foreign connections and
have to be careful investing money, specially in property. Problems with the digestive
system, acidity and inflammation may bother them. Family situations may become disrupted
and anxiety, stress and nervous disorders may cause some worry.

w

TAURUS: Moon sign Taurus may experience better times generally. Those who have
children may face some stress on account of children and blood related ailments may need
attention. Take it easy on spices and food!

w

w

GEMINI: For the Gemini Moon signs, the emphasis is on work and home both. There could
be some changes in work area, new developments and connections. The home front could
get a bit disturbing, or else some situation for moving may come up. Not a very peaceful
time, but happening for sure. Those with health conditions should take it easy as there may
be stress on heart, blood pressure or problems in the chest area. You may experience
exhaustion.
CANCER: For the Cancer Moon, foreign travels, spiritual connections, and new ventures
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are about to start. Journeys may be stressful and there may be delays. Father’s health may
be affected and may need medical attention. But great time for spiritual initiations and
practices.
LEO: Leo Moon signs are going through the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and may
face some issues dealing with their spouses, and health related to the mouth and throat
areas and also the excretory systems. Leo signs should avoid eating animal foods and eat
mostly fruits and vegetables. It would be good to eat only fruits and salads on Tuesdays and
Saturdays.
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VIRGO: Virgo signs are in the middle of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and may
face marital discord, problems with the reproductive system and blood pressure, acidity and
nervous disorders. The key word is try to keep a low profile life, be simple, do not get into
altercation or disputes and do some deep breathing, listen to soft music and mediate.

LIBRA: Those who have Libra s the Moon signs will also have to watch out for their health,
mostly abdomen area, nervous exhaustion and indigestion. They may face secret enmities
but will overcome them soon. From May 10th onwards, some very good changes will be
seen as new businesses start with success.

SCORPIO: Scorpio signs have some great things in store for them. They will achieve some
major accomplishments in their businesses, careers, success regarding financial situations
and in properties. Scorpio moon signs have a very spiritually active time, and so they should
intensify their spiritual practices this month. Eating animal food will be bad, therefore they
should only eat pure vegetarian foods. The only thing to watch out is some situation with
children and stomach related ailments, which is only for a month. So generally is good
phase.

w

SAGITTARIUS: The key word for Sagittarius moon signs is the alphabet – H. Home,
Health, Harmony, Headaches and Hard work. They may experience disharmony at home or
else some difficult situation regarding house, home, property etc. They may also experience
some health problems which may relate to palpitation, blood – blood circulation, headaches
or mental pressures may mount this month and acid reflux, heartburn may result. So these
people should try to remain calm at work and at home, eat easily digestible foods, do some
yoga and pranayama and try not to get into arguments.

w

w

CAPRICORN: Moon signs of Capricorn will generally be OK, and may have to travel. They
may also have some disagreements or disharmony with their siblings, or else they may have
some concerns about their blood relations. Some matters may get delayed for about a
month so they should take it easy and not expect too much happening in a short time. They
will however get busy after one month and get going again.
AQUARIUS: Watch what you speak, and how you speak! Words have power and words
have spontaneous reactions. The time for Aquarius Moon signs is not very peaceful and so
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they should exercise caution in every approach of life. They should also watch out for their
diets and something could cause some inflammation in the mouth or throat area. There may
be some dryness or disharmony with spouses and work place could get tiring. Matters will
ease within a month and will be stressful until November this year.
PISCES: This is the sign where the cluster of planets are playing around. A very energetic
time and time for changes for good. Matters regarding property, money, inheritance will be
favorable and any dispute or litigation shall be overcome. This is a time for implementing
major changes as efforts will lead to success.
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“May God grant us all patience and tolerance to withstand difficult times,
May He give us the wisdom to understand the law of Karma.
May He give us compassion so that we may help our fellow human beings
May He bless us so that we may fulfill our needs and do good deeds.
May God shower His grace upon us, so that we learn to love Him more and more”

w

w

w

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR CENTER
www.ishwarcenter.org
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